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Dear Sir/lVladarn

I am writing to protest the five cent increase in l" class rate.

How can you have the gall to raise the rate on l't class mail when you only charge a
pittance to bulk mailers? Charge the same rate for bulk mail (trash none of us want
anywaÐ as you do to the rest of us and you will be making money hand over fist or the
flow ofthe trash will diminish, which would be my hope but doubt that would happen!

I just read on one ofyour sites that over a BILLION pounds of bulk mail passes through
the postal system every year AND ends up in the trash! I can personally attest to the f¿et
that90Yo of the "mail" in my postal box is JUNK. Just the other day my box was
STUFFED full, 32 pieces ofjunk and NOT ONE PIËCE OF.lsr CLASS MAIL was
found. Fortunately I go to the post office on a daily basis to collect my mail, SO TI{E
JUNK WENT INTO THE RECYCLE BIN IN YOUR BUILDING. Therefore the postal
clerk had to handle that unwanted mail AGAIN when she emptied the recycle bin into the
storage bin awaiting pick-up by the recycle truck. Ifyou charged full price for bulk mail
some of that cost would be defrayed by the bulk mailers!

Don't even mention your supposed program to limit bulk mail to those of us who do not
want it. I fell for that and within six weeks ì¡/as getting MORE junk mail than I ever had
and from companies I never knew existed.,. .obviously that was just a ploy to get more
names and addresses to bulk mailers for use in their mailings. The few who send stamped
reply envelops get them back with request to be removed from their list....seldom works.
Apparently death doesn't stop bulk mailers as I get junk for family members who have
been dead for 25 years or more!

I have given your address to friends in the hope that they will let you know they do not
agree with a lst class rate increase unless the bulk mail rate is raised to the same level!
Every piece ofthat mail, l't class or bulk, has to be handled many times by postal
employees, make the bulk mailers pay the same as the rest of us!

A disgusted customer,


